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Nitrogen-vacancy ensemble magnetometry based on pump absorption
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Jørn O. B. Hansen, Alexander Huck, and Ulrik L. Andersen

Department of Physics, Technical University of Denmark, 2800 Kongens Lyngby, Denmark

(Received 30 May 2017; revised manuscript received 18 December 2017; published 11 January 2018)

We demonstrate magnetic-field sensing using an ensemble of nitrogen-vacancy centers by recording the
variation in the pump-light absorption due to the spin-polarization dependence of the total ground-state
population. Using a 532 nm pump laser, we measure the absorption of native nitrogen-vacancy centers in a
chemical-vapor-deposited diamond placed in a resonant optical cavity. For a laser pump power of 0.4 W and a
cavity finesse of 45, we obtain a noise floor of ∼100 nT/

√
Hz spanning a bandwidth up to 125 Hz. We project a

photon shot-noise-limited sensitivity of ∼1 pT/
√

Hz by optimizing the nitrogen-vacancy concentration and the
detection method.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.97.024105

I. INTRODUCTION

The nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in diamond is currently
one of the most studied and anticipated platforms for high
spatial-resolution sensing of magnetic fields [1–3], electric
fields [4], and temperature [5,6] at ambient conditions. Several
novel applications using diamond sensors are currently being
developed in the fields of neuroscience [7,8], cellular biology
[9,10], nanoscale magnetic resonance microscopy [11], pale-
omagnetism [12], and microelectronics [13,14].

Many magnetometer schemes using NV centers are based
on recording the change in the detected fluorescence level
upon a shift of the electron spin precession frequency due
to a change of an external magnetic field [8,10,15,16]. The
fluorescence contribution of an ensemble of NV centers to
the signal increases the optically detected magnetic resonance
(ODMR) amplitude and hence boosts the sensitivity by

√
N ,

where N is the number of NV centers [17]. However, the
high refractive index of diamond (∼2.4) together with the
near uniform emission of NV center ensembles trap most
of the generated fluorescence due to total internal reflection.
This limits the collection efficiency and thus the smallest
detectable magnetic-field change. To increase the fluorescence
collection from a diamond, several techniques have been
demonstrated such as fabricating a solid immersion lens [18],
side-collection detection [19], employing a silver mirror [20],
using a dielectric optical antenna [21], emission into fabri-
cated nanopillar waveguides [22], and employing a parabolic
lens [23]. Alternatively, magnetic fields can also be sensed
efficiently by observing the cavity-enhanced change in the
shelving-state infrared absorption [24,25], or the change in
fluorescence when transitioning through the ground-state level
anticrossing of the NV center [26].

In this article, we report on a measurement technique for
NV ensemble magnetometry, which is based on monitoring
the spin-dependent absorption of the pump field. Using the
absorption detected magnetic resonance (ADMR) measure-
ment technique in conjunction with a cavity resonant with the
pump field, we fully circumvent challenges associated with
inefficient collection of fluorescence by detecting the absorp-

tion through the transmitted cavity mode. We demonstrate
a NV ensemble magnetometer for low-frequency magnetic-
field sensing with a measured noise floor of ∼100 nT/

√
Hz

spanning a bandwidth up to 125 Hz. Intriguingly, using the
reflection of an impedance-matched cavity and a diamond
crystal with an optimized NV concentration, we project an
estimated sensitivity of ∼1 pT/

√
Hz.

II. ABSORPTION DETECTED MAGNETIC RESONANCE

The electronic level structure of the NV defect is sum-
marized in Fig. 1(a). It consists of a 3A2 spin-triplet ground
state, a 3E spin-triplet excited state, and a 1A1 ↔ 1E shelving
state. Pumping with a 532 nm laser results in an excitation
above the zero-phonon line, which decays on a picosecond time
scale [27] to the 3E excited states by nonradiative transitions.
Moreover, there exists a nonradiative decay path through the
shelving state that is more probable for ms = ±1 of the excited
state |4〉. Continuous optical pumping depopulates the ms =
±1 spin sublevel and accumulates the population in ms = 0.
The zero-field splitting of the ground state levels |1〉 and |2〉
is ∼2.87 GHz at room temperature, making the transition
between these levels accessible using microwave (MW) fields.
The presence of a local magnetic field lifts the degeneracy of
ms = ±1 with a splitting proportional to 2γeBNV, where γe

= 2.8 GHz/T is the gyromagnetic ratio of the electron spin
and BNV corresponds to the magnetic-field projection along
the NV symmetry axis. A change in the external magnetic
field hence results in a detectable shift in the electron-spin
resonance frequency of the ODMR or the ADMR spectrum.
The continuous-wave sensitivity of the spin resonances to
small changes of an external magnetic field is proportional
to max[ d

dw
S]−1, where d

dw
is the derivative with respect to

the MW frequency ω/2π of the ADMR signal S. Using a
cavity around the diamond host crystal, a change in S can be
detected by a measurement of the remaining pump light either
transmitted through or reflected off the cavity. Intriguingly,
by appropriately tailoring the impedance of the cavity, it
is possible to obtain a unity contrast in the reflected light
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FIG. 1. (a) Summary of the NV center energy levels and tran-
sitions between them. Green laser light excites the NV center with
a rate �p to a quasicontinuous vibronic state that decays quickly to
the optical excited states. The decay between two states is shown
by kab, and � corresponds to the Rabi frequency of the MW drive.
The presence of a magnetic field lifts the degeneracy of ms = ±1
proportional to 2γeBNV. Nonradiative transitions are shown by dashed
arrows. (b) Schematic of our experimental setup to perform ADMR
measurements through the cavity transmission (see the main text and
the Supplemental Material [28] for further experimental details).

power, which in turn may lead to a sensitivity in the pT/
√

Hz
range.

III. EXPERIMENT

We use the native 14NV− concentration of an off-the-shelf
single-crystal diamond grown by chemical vapor deposition.
A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1(b).
The optical cavity consists of two concave mirrors with a
10 cm radius of curvature set in a confocal configuration,
resulting in a minimum beam waist of 92 μm with a Rayleigh
length of ∼50 mm. The mirrors have measured reflectivities
of R1 = 94.8 ± 0.1 % and R2 = 99.8 ± 0.1 % at a pump
wavelength of 532 nm. With the diamond rotated at its Brewster
angle (θ � 67◦), the round-trip beam path in the diamond
is l = 2 × 1.3 mm and the estimated excitation volume is
∼3.5 ×10−2 mm3, accounting for the standing wave and the
transverse beam profile. The finesse of a cavity is defined by
F = π

√
ρ/(1 − ρ), where ρ = √

R1R2e−α corresponds to the
cumulative round-trip loss product and α is the propagation
loss coefficient. In the absence of the diamond, the finesse
depends solely on the product of the mirror reflectivities R1R2

and is calculated as F = 113.4 ± 4.4, which is confirmed
by the measured finesse of F = 114 ± 0.1. Incorporating the
diamond into the cavity reduces the finesse to F = 45.1 ± 0.1,
which indicates that all the effective loss in the loaded cavity
can be attributable solely to losses occurring through the
diamond. The corresponding cumulative round-trip loss of the
loaded cavity shows that the cavity is slightly undercoupled.
The propagation loss can be decomposed to α = αabsl + αr , in
which αabs is the absorption loss coefficient and αr is attributed
to all other loss channels, such as surface-based absorption,
scattering losses, and birefringence losses. The total fraction of
reflected light from the diamond to intracavity power was mea-
sured as ∼0.006, of which approximately 80% was s-polarized
light. This translates to an absorption loss coefficient of
αabs ∼ 0.0301 mm−1, taking αr ∼ 0.006. With an independent

measurement using a confocal microscope, we determined the
NV− concentration, [NV−], to be ∼2.9 ×1010 mm−3 (∼0.16
ppb) corresponding to ∼ 109 NV− centers within the excitation
volume. Considering the absorption cross section of a single
14NV− at 532 nm (σNV = 3.1 × 10−15 mm2 [29]), a NV-related
absorption loss coefficient of αNV

abs ∼ 9 ×10−5 mm−1 is ob-
tained. Hence, in our diamond sample most of the propagation
loss is attributed to non-NV loss channels. Using the NV
absorption loss coefficient, we estimate the ratio between the
excitation rate and the intracavity power ε = �p/Pcav ∼ 75
kHz/W, where the intracavity and incident powers are linked
through Pcav = Pin(1 − R1)/|1 − √

R1R2e−α|2.

A. Spectrum

We performed ADMR measurements by recording the
remaining pump light transmitted through the diamond-loaded
cavity while sweeping the MW drive frequency across the
spin resonance. To reduce the technical noise level in our
measurement, we tapped off some laser light before the cavity,
recorded it with a second photodetector, and subtracted the
two photocurrents, as indicated in Fig. 1(b). To remove low-
frequency technical noise, we applied lock-in detection with
a frequency-modulated MW drive, directly yielding S

Pt

LI at
the output, where Pt indicates the transmitted power through
the cavity, and LI refers to lock-in (further experimental
details can be found in the Supplemental Material [28]). A
typical frequency-modulated ADMR spectrum is presented in
Fig. 2(a). In these measurements, a static magnetic field was
aligned along the [111] axis, resulting in the outermost electron
spin resonances (SR1,SR4), while the inner peaks (SR2,SR3)
correspond to the electron spin resonances of the other three
crystallographic orientations. The three-peak feature of the
ADMR spectrum in Fig. 2(a) is a consequence of the hyperfine
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FIG. 2. Measured frequency-modulated ADMR spectrum using
(a) single-frequency excitation and (b) three-frequency excitation.
SR1 and SR4 correspond to the electron-spin resonances of single
crystallographic orientation of NV centers, while SR2 and SR3
correspond to the electron-spin resonances of the other three crys-
tallographic orientations. The purple dot in (b) indicates the point
that is most sensitive to small changes in the magnetic field.
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interaction between the NV electron spin and the intrinsic
14N nuclear spin with a coupling constant of A|| = 2.16 MHz
[30]. To enhance max[ d

dw
(SPt

LI )], we excited all three 14N
hyperfine transitions simultaneously by mixing the modulation
frequency fc with a fm = A|| signal. The three-frequency
excitation results in five peaks for each electron spin resonance,
as shown by the measured spectrum in Fig. 2(b).

B. Model

An ADMR spectrum SLI may be obtained by recording the
pump beam either reflected from the cavity, SPr

LI , or transmitted
through the cavity, S

Pt

LI , as a function of the applied MW
frequency, and it may be modeled using a set of optical
Bloch equations considering the five electronic levels and
the transitions summarized in Fig. 1(a) [31]. The steady-state
level populations ρss are then obtained as a function of Rabi
frequency �, optical excitation rate �p, and MW detuning
� from the spin ms = 0 ↔ ms = ±1 transition. The cavity
reflection or transmission itself is a function of loss inside the
cavity, which is dominated by the absorption in diamond, while
the NV absorption in diamond depends on the NV ensemble
ground-state spin population. Applying a resonant MW field
(� = 0) increases the population in the shelving state |5〉,
which possesses a longer lifetime (>150 ns [32,33]) than
the 3E excited states, and hence a lower average population
remains in the ground states |1〉 and |2〉 to absorb the pump
photons. Ultimately, the resonant MW field decreases the
optical loss inside the cavity, which can be monitored through
the light transmitted or reflected from the cavity. The steady-
state population of the optical ground state can be written as

ρss
g (�,�p,�) = ρss

11 + ρss
22, (1)

where ρss
11 and ρss

22 are the steady-state populations of |1〉 and
|2〉, respectively. As the absorption of a NV ensemble depends
directly on ρss

g , a change in the propagation loss as a function
of [NV−] can be described as

α(�,�p,�,[NV−]) = α0
abs + [NV−]σNVlρss

g + αr, (2)

where α0
abs is the loss coefficient attributed to non-NV ab-

sorption. As pump absorption in our sample is dominated by
non-NV-related processes, the absorption-based spin contrast
CADMR related to the fraction αNV

abs /α is on the order of 10−6

when monitoring the absorption through the cavity transmis-
sion. The steady-state cavity outputs as a function of MW
detuning are then reformulated in terms of transmitted and
reflected powers:

Pt

Pin
= T1T2e

−α(�,�p,�,[NV−])

|1 −
√

R1R2e
−α(�,�p,�,[NV−])|2

, (3)

Pr

Pin
= (R1 −

√
R1R2e

−α(�,�p,�,[NV−]))2

R1|1 −
√

R1R2e
−α(�,�p,�,[NV−])|2

, (4)

where Pin is the laser input power to the cavity, T1 and T2 are
the transmissions of the first and second mirror, respectively,
and we assume Ri + Ti = 1. For the sake of simplicity, the
intracavity excitation rate (�p = εPcav) is calculated in terms
of the input power and the propagation loss when no MW
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FIG. 3. (a) Simulated and measured frequency-modulated
ADMR spectra using three-frequency excitation. The used parameters
are Pin = 0.4 W, � = 0.3 MHz, R1 = 94.8%, R2 = 99.8%,
α0

abs = 0.0781, αr = 0.006, [NV−] = 0.16 ppb, l = 2 × 1.3 mm,
ε = 75 kHz/W, γ ∗

2 = 1/3 MHz, γ1 = 0.182 kHz, and GV0 =
65 ×106 V. (b) Measured and (c) simulated slopes of three-frequency
excitation, frequency-modulated ADMR spectra at � = 0 as a func-
tion of Pin and �. The maximum measured slope in (b) is obtained
for Pin = 0.4 W and � ∼ 0.3 MHz.

field is applied (� = 0, �ρss
g = 1). The lock-in signal S

Pi

LI can
be described as a function of detuning between the carrier
frequency fc, the resonance frequency f0 (� = fc − f0), and
the modulation depth δ through

S
Pi

LI (�) = GV0

2

∑

mx

∑

ml

{Pi[� + δ + (ml + mx)A||]

−Pi[� − δ + (ml + mx)A||]}, (5)

where G is the lock-in gain factor, V0 is the off-resonant
detected voltage, and Pi is either the reflected or transmit-
ted cavity power. The expression is summed over the 14N
nuclear spin quantum number ml = {−1,0,1}, and the three
frequencies mx separated by A|| in order to account for the
simultaneous drive of all three hyperfine transitions.

Using Eq. (5), SPt

LI is plotted as a solid line in Fig. 3(a), taking
Pin = 0.4 W, � = 0.3 MHz, a pure dephasing rate of γ ∗

2 =
1/3 MHz, a longitudinal relaxation rate of γ1 = 0.182 kHz,
and level decay rates kab extracted from [32]. We also plot the
measured ADMR spectrum as a dashed line in Fig. 3(a). The
ADMR spectrum was recorded with the same Pin and � as
the simulated spectrum. The match between the simulated and
measured traces is very good, with just a small mismatch due
to the uncertainty in the estimation of the parameters ε, γ ∗

2 ,
and α0

abs in the simulation.

C. Sensitivity

To optimize the magnetic-field sensitivity, we measure the
dependence of d

dw
(SPt

LI ) of three-frequency excitation spectra
on the pump power and Rabi frequency, Pin and �, at � = 0.
The results of these measurements are presented in Fig. 3(b).
The maximum slope is achieved at Pin = 0.4 W and � ∼
0.3 MHz, where the optical excitation rate by virtue of the
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FIG. 4. (a) Measurements of the magnetic noise spectral density: when the MW drive is set on the maximum slope of the frequency-modulated
ADMR, corresponding to the purple dot in Fig. 2(b) (magnetically sensitive - green trace), when the MW drive is far from any spin resonance
(magnetically insensitive - red trace), when we do not cancel out the correlated laser noise (blocked the reference detector - gray trace), and the
noise floor of the lock-in and blocked detectors for the same gain setting (black trace). (b) Measurements of the Allan deviation of magnetic
noise of the traces in (a). The drop with the slope of −1/2 identifies the white noise in the system. For the magnetically sensitive trace, there is a
minimum at ∼3.3 s that increases at higher averaging time due to thermal or mechanical drift in the system. The Allan deviation was calculated
using the overlapping method.

cavity enhancement overcomes the MW power-induced broad-
ening, allowing for a narrowing regime to be reached [34].
The simulated slopes are presented in Fig. 3(c) and obtained
using the same parameters as in Fig. 3(a). We observe a very
good agreement with respect to the overall trend, the slope
magnitude, and the location of the slope maximum.

For deducing the sensitivity of the magnetometer, we
independently measured four time traces of the lock-in signal
for Pin = 0.4 W. The first trace was measured in the optimal
magnetically sensitive configuration, with the MW drive on
resonance with a spin transition (� = 0) corresponding to the
purple dot in Fig. 2(b). The second trace was measured in
the magnetically insensitive configuration, with the MW drive
frequency far-detuned from any spin resonance (� → ∞). The
third trace was measured by blocking the reference detector
that monitored the laser output. The last trace was measured
with all detectors blocked, which shows the sum of electronic
noise from the lock-in detector and photodetectors. The Fourier
transforms of these time traces with a frequency resolution
of 0.24 Hz are presented in Fig. 4(a), where the y axis is
displayed in units of sensitivity. It shows a 125 Hz bandwidth
and a 12 dB/octave roll-off that is generated by the low-pass
filter of the lock-in detector. The choice of this bandwidth is
a consequence of the low ADMR contrast (CADMR ∼ 10−6)
measured through the cavity transmission. When the MW drive
is off-resonance, a noise floor of ∼100 nT/

√
Hz is achieved.

The increased noise floor when we blocked the reference
detector and only monitored the transmission through the
cavity shows the impact of substantial technical noise at the
35 kHz modulation frequency. Next, we calculated the Allan
deviation of both magnetically insensitive and magnetically
sensitive traces, which allows us to investigate the intrinsic
noise in the system. The results are presented in Fig. 4(b). The

drop of the Allan deviation with a slope of −1/2 in both traces
is a signature of white noise. For the magnetically sensitive
measurements, the white noise reaches a minimum at ∼3.3 s.
The increase of the Allan deviation at higher averaging time is
a sign of thermal or mechanical drift in the system.

IV. OUTLOOK

To better understand the context and magnitude of the
measured sensitivity, we estimate the shot-noise-limited sen-
sitivity for a single-peak ADMR as a function of [NV−],
Pin, and �. Using the same physical dimensions as in our
setup (cavity length and diamond thickness), we assume a
diamond host where α0

abs = αNV
abs for any [NV−]. In addition,

we consider that the reflectivity of the incoupling mirror is such
that R1 = R2e

−α when � = 0 for a given optical input power,
ensuring that the cavity is impedance-matched. The intracavity
power is thereby always maximized and there is no cavity
reflection when no MW field is applied. The shot-noise-limited
sensitivity was estimated from the ratio of the shot-noise level
to max[ d

dw
S]. The results of this calculation are presented in

Fig. 5 for both transmitted (a,b) and reflected (c,d) powers. We
have fixed � = 0.5 MHz for (a,c) and Pin = 0.5 W for (b,d). By
monitoring the transmitted power Pt and optimizing [NV−],
Pin, and �, a shot-noise-limited sensitivity in the sub-100-
pT/

√
Hz range can be expected. In comparison, by monitoring

the reflected power Pr , a sensitivity in the pT/
√

Hz range is
projected. As the cavity is impedance-matched, applying no
MW field results in Pr (� = 0) ∼ 0. However, applying � on
resonance with a spin transition reduces the loss in the cavity
and pushes the cavity into the overcoupled regime. For the
case presented in Fig. 5(d) with a fixed input power Pin = 0.5
W, the optimal sensitivity of ∼1 pT/

√
Hz is obtained for � =
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FIG. 5. Simulated plots of the shot-noise-limited sensitivity as a function of [NV−], Pin, and � using the following parameters: R1 = R2e
−α ,

R2 = 99.9%, α0
abs = αNV

abs , αr = 0.006, l = 2 × 1.3 mm, ε = 75 kHz/W, γ ∗
2 = 1/3 MHz, and γ1 = 0.182 kHz. Parts (a) and (b) are calculated

from transmission through the cavity for � = 0.5 MHz and Pin = 0.5 W, respectively. Parts (c) and (d) are calculated from reflection of the
cavity for � = 0.5 MHz and Pin = 0.5 W, respectively.

0.21 MHz and [NV−] ∼ 70.8 ppb. At these settings, the cavity
finesse is 13.7, the intracavity power reaches Pcav = 5.35 W,
and the maximum reflected power Pr (� = 0) = 0.15 μW . The
total reflected power of such an overcoupled cavity contributes
to the ADMR signal.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we report on magnetic-field sensing using
an ensemble of NV centers based on the variation of transmit-
ted pump power due to electron-spin dependent absorption.
Frequency-modulated ADMR spectra were measured, which
was used to record the local magnetic noise spectral density
with a noise floor of ∼100 nT/

√
Hz spanning a bandwidth up to

125 Hz. Our simulations show that a photon shot-noise-limited
sensitivity of ∼1 pT/

√
Hz can be achieved when measuring

a cavity’s reflected power near the impedance-matched point

and using a diamond with an optimized NV density. ADMR
is an alternative to its ODMR counterpart, and it shows some
advantages in terms of its projected detection contrast. With
the appropriate cavity design and sample optimization, it is
anticipated that the work and technique presented here will
provide a solid foundation for NV-based magnetometers.
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